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Science (from the Latin word scientia, meaning "knowledge") is a systematic enterprise that builds and
organizes knowledge in the form of testable explanations and predictions about the universe.. The earliest
roots of science can be traced to Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia in around 3500 to 3000 BCE. Their
contributions to mathematics, astronomy, and medicine entered and shaped Greek natural ...
Science - Wikipedia
International Journal of Engineering Research and Applications (IJERA) is an open access online peer
reviewed international journal that publishes research ..
Peer Reviewed Journal - IJERA.com
Chess is a two-player strategy board game played on a chessboard, a checkered gameboard with 64
squares arranged in an 8Ã—8 grid. The game is played by millions of people worldwide. Chess is believed to
be derived from the Indian game chaturanga some time before the 7th century. Chaturanga is also the likely
ancestor of the Eastern strategy games xiangqi, janggi, and shogi.
Chess - Wikipedia
Top Featured Content. Academic Achievement The University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff takes #PRIDE in
recognizing students who maintain high academic excellence while persisting toward graduation. The
minimum grade point average for academic honors is 3.25.
Academic Achievement | University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
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